
COLOR WHEEL PAINTING



Choose a piece 
of color 
photography 
(must be a real 
photograph not 
cartoons or 
vector art)

Right click> copy 
image

Must have more 
than 7 objects or 
things in the 
photograph



Go to photopea

1. Create new
2. Give project a name
3. Choose print

a. Letter
b. if your computer seems to 

crash, 
i. Change dpi to 72
ii. Change height and width 

to 6 by 9
4. Choose create



edit> paste



Change the 
scale of the 
image

Edit> free 
Transform



1. Duplicate the 
layer
a. Layer> 

duplicate 
layer

2. Choose a 
selection tool 
( you will be 
selecting the 
background 
to delete it .. 
only on one 
of the layers)



Select the 
background



1. Toggle off the bottom layer
a. Click on the eyeball

2. Lock the bottom layer 
a. While the bottom layer is selected 

click in the lock icon



Using a selection 
tool of your 
choice select one 
area of piece of 
your photo.

*hint make 
sure the top 
layer is now 
selected



Once the area is 
selected 

Image > adj> hue 
and saturation 



Adjust

1. The hue (the 
color)

2. The saturation 
(how Vibrant) 

Pic a color ( any color 
to start with) 

Remember this does 
not have to realistic!

It just has to be 
COLORFUL



Once you have 
changed the color 
and pressed ok or 
enter

Select> deselect

This will take off 
the selection so 
that you can move 
on and select the 
next part



again , now 
select the next 
area or part with 
any selection 
tool you want

Then

Image > 
adjustment > 
hue and 
saturation



Continue to color different areas according to the color wheel ROYGBV.  

If you started at yellow then you’d move to orange or green and then soo on and so forth



Optional

You can divide 
areas of things 
or sections of 
things so that 
you can 
transition the 
colors better ie

Yellow Green 
and then green 



Now that you’ve colored at 
least 6 things and have

1. Yellow
2. Orange
3. Red
4. Purple
5. Blue
6. Green

Enhance the image by

1. image>adj> 
brightness and 
contrast

2. Image > adj> vibrance



1. Unlock the 
bottom layer
a. Select the 

layer
b. Click on the 

lock icon

2. Toggle on the 
layer
a. Click on the 

eyeball

3. Move the layer 
to the top of the 
list



Turn the photo 
black and white

image> adj> 
black and white



Change the layer 
mode of the black and 
white layer

Change from normal 
to hard light or 
multiply, soft light or 
overlay



Now your done!

Make a jpeg

File> export as> jpeg


